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Pelican Rifle Cases to Offer the Best Protection for
your Firearms
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Pelican Products now offers 5 cases that promise to protect valuable firearms from
water, dust and other crushing hazards. Pelican specializes in helping businesses
and individuals safely transport their sensitive equipment around the world.

(Newswire.net -- November 6, 2013) Lynden, WA -- Pelican Products out of Torrence,
California has been manufacturing protector cases for over 35 years.

 

Starting with a rugged no fail flashlight case in 1976, Pelican is now designing and
manufacturing cases for small electronics like IPods up to large military transport cases

for multiple M16 rifles.

 

Pelican knows what it takes to safely transport firearms to remote locations for hunting or discreet military exercises.
It has to offer protection from water, tampering, shock and otherwise be unbreakable. Pelicans newly expanded line of
rifle protection cases promise to keep your firearm safe from these hazards and more.

 

A few features expected from these cases are:

 

Watertight, crushproof, and dust proof
Deflector Ribs are designed to protect the hinges and latches
Polyurethane wheels with stainless steel bearings for durability and smooth operations
Fold down over molded handle
Stainless steel fitted over the padlock holes for added strength and security
Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve uses Gore-Tex technology to prevent pressure damage to the case
while keeping contents dry and making the case easier to open.

 

 

Pelican has made their rifle cases available in 7 different sizes and styles. There are now 5 cases for single rifles and
2 cases that are designed for military operations and can hold up to 12 M16 or M4 rifles.

 

You can contact Miles Tactical for more information on Pelican Rifle Cases.
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